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Abstract 
 
Polyoxometalate molybdenum blue (MB) complexes typically exist as discrete 
multianionic clusters and are composed of repeating Mo building units. MB wheels 
such as {Mo176} and {Mo154} are made from pentagon-centered {Mo8} building 
blocks joined by equal number of {Mo1} units as loin, and {Mo2} dimer units as skirt 
along the ring edge, with the ring sizes of the MB wheels modulated by the {Mo2} 
units. Herein we report a new class of contracted lanthanide-doped MB structures that 
have replaced all the {Mo2} units with lanthanide ions on the inner rim, giving the 
general formula {Mo90Ln10}. We show three examples of this new decameric 
{Mo90Ln10} (Ln = La, Ce, and Pr) framework synthesized by high temperature 
reduction and demonstrate that later Ln ions result in {Mo92Ln9} (Ln = Nd, Sm), 
conserving one {Mo2} linker unit in its structure, as a consequence of the lanthanide 
contraction. Remarkably the {Mo90Ln10} compounds are the first examples of charge-
neutral molybdate wheels as confirmed by BVS, solubility experiments, and redox 
titrations. We detail our full synthetic optimization for the isolation of these clusters 
and complete characterization by X-ray, TGA, UV–vis, and ICP studies. Finally, we 
show that this fine-tuned self-assembly process can be utilized to selectively enrich 
Ln-MB wheels for effective separation of lanthanides. 
 

 
 
Introduction 
 
Polyoxometalates (POMs) are a distinct class of discrete metal oxides with a wide variety 
of structures and properties(1,2) leading to their application in a range of scientific fields 
such as medicine,(3) materials science,(4) catalysis,(5) electrochemistry,(6) and 
magnetism.(7) Controlling the assembly of these large supramolecules, which bridge the 
gap between “traditional” molecular entities (<2 nm) and less precisely defined polymeric 
structures,(8) is a key challenge for further development of their utility. In recent years 
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improvements in analytical and synthetic methodology have allowed the reproducible 
synthesis of well-defined clusters with sizes in the range of 2–6 nm with a range of 
topologies from Keplerate style spheres(9) to nanowheels and more complex structures 
such as the Mo-blue {Mo368} “lemon” shaped cluster with both positive and negative 
curvature.(10) 
In particular, addition of heteroatoms can be used to control the ring curvature of the 
clusters. The unique nonavalent coordination mode of lanthanides, coupled with their 
oxophilicity and minimal redox behavior, has been shown to effect changes in the 
structure of molybdenum blue (MB) wheels.(11) These rings can be viewed as oligomeric 
assemblies of fundamental {Mo8} building blocks based on pentagonal {Mo(Mo)5} 
units(12) with {Mo2} and {Mo1} linker units, as illustrated in the archetypal 
tetradecameric {Mo154} (Figure 1, left). In MBs, the {Mo2} units (red) on the inner rim 
can be replaced by heterometals (Figure 1, right)(11) The incorporation of lanthanide ions 
in these positions acts as a “symmetry breaker” for the radial structure by adjusting the 
curvature and functionality of the inner surface.(11) Thus, while {Mo154} 
exhibits D7d symmetry, increasing Ln incorporation results in a decrease in symmetry 
to D3 for {Mo120Pr6} (13) and C2 for {Mo100Ce6}.(14) 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different MB rings obtained by adding or omitting lanthanides 
from the reaction mixture: {Mo154},(10b) {Mo120Ce6}.(13) 

 

As their name suggests, polyoxometalates clusters are traditionally anionic due to their 
high oxygen content and formation under reducing synthetic conditions with solvent-
separated charge balancing cations.(15) Nonetheless, some low-nuclearity, formally 
cationic metal oxide clusters have also been reported whereby appending the cluster with 
highly charged metal cations yields a positive overall charge.(16) In Ln-MB structures, 
the introduction of the f-element reduces the negative charge in the ring since the 
LnIII replaces the {Mo2} unit ({Mo2O5(H2O)2}2+), with a formal 2+ charge. Müller et al. 



postulated a general formula that considers the basic building units of MBs to determine 
their charge.(17) By studying this formula in more detail, it is evident that for a case 
where all {Mo2} units would be replaced by LnIII cations, the net charge in the ring would 
be zero (Equation S1). Herein we detail the first synthesis of a series of formally neutral 
Mo blue wheels, 1–3, accessed by complete replacement of the {Mo2} building blocks 
with Ln ions under reduction at elevated temperature conditions. Two intermediate 
compounds 4 and 5 with one {Mo2} building block remaining for comparison are also 
included herein. 
In addition to “symmetry breaking” by inclusion of lanthanide ions, it can also be noted 
that as the number of lanthanide ions increases in a ring, the overall nuclearity of the ring 
decreases. This is caused by the inherent constriction caused by the replacement of the 
bimetallic {Mo2} units by a smaller monatomic LnIII ion. Having these smaller building 
blocks interconnecting adjacent {Mo8} units forces them to bend in order to compensate 
for the shorter bridging distances, thus limiting the potential growth of the final structure 
(Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic showing the relative change in radius (Å) of MB POMs upon increasing Ln 
incorporation: {Mo176},(10b) {Mo128Ce4),(18) {Mo120Ce6},(13) {Mo100Ce6);(14) {Mo90Ce10} this work. 

 
Lanthanide doped MB rings can thus be classified into three categories depending on the 
overall number of building blocks in their main framework, tetradecameric such as 
{Mo150La2},(11) dodecameric such as {Mo120Pr6},(13) and decameric such as 
{Mo100Ce6}.(14) This last category represents the smallest type of MB rings known, and 
we believe it may be impossible to access a LnMB ring that has less than 10 {Mo8} 
building blocks in its backbone. This is because each of the monomeric building block 
units changes very little between the different oligomers. As the number of monomers 
decreases, the ring contracts, reaching at least 7.9 Å in the decamer (this work). Our 
models suggest that the equivalent octamer would require a 3.3 Å diameter cavity which 
is likely too small a space for the 8 endo-oxo ligands to coexist (see Supporting 
Information Figure S2). For this reason we believe that the {Mo90Ln10} framework 
presented herein is not only the first formally charge neutral polyoxometalate but also the 
smallest accessible molybdenum blue wheel of this type. Here we detail the synthesis of 
clusters 1–5, a study of their structural properties, and their use for the selective 
enrichment of lanthanide ions. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Synthesis of 1–5 
The formally neutral framework {Mo90Ln10} (Ln = Ce 1, La 2, Pr 3, Figure 3a 
and Figure 3b) was synthesized from a one-pot reaction of an acidified aqueous mixture 
of Na2MoO4·2H2O (0.2 mmol), [N2H4]·2HCl (0.01 mmol), and LnCl3·7H2O (0.05 mmol) 
heated in a capped, needle-punctured vial at 100 °C. The combined reagents changed 
from a colorless mixture to transparent, dark blue solution before heating. The key 
variables for the formation of {Mo90Ln10} were found to be both accurate pH tuning and 



constant high temperatures. MB rings (e.g., {Mo154}) are commonly synthesized under 
acidic conditions at around pH 1.0; however, by slight raising of the pH value close to 2, 
the {Mo2} units become less stabilized and more prone to substitution by LnIII ions. Yet a 
balance needs to be found since increasing the pH to higher values than 2.2 resulted in the 
oxidation of the MoV centers, while lower pH yielded only amorphous precipitate (Table 
S1). Previously reported Ln-MBs have been synthesized from reactions heated to 
between 20 and 90 °C. By heating the sample to 100 °C, we bring the system to the 
boundary of hydrothermal and standard reaction conditions, switching from kinetic to 
thermodynamic control. This is key to complete replacement of the {Mo2} units due to 
the fact that lanthanide ions are intrinsically smaller building blocks than {Mo2}; 
therefore each replacement results in additional constriction of the ring. 
 

 
Figure 3. Polyhedral view of the solid state structure of 1 (a), 3 (b), and 4 (c). The general structure obtained 
as an oxidation product Ln3[LnMo12], where Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd is shown in (d). {Mo1}: yellow polyhedra. 
{Mo8}: blue polyhedra with central pentagonal units in cyan polyhedra. Nd: pink polyhedra. Ce: green 
polyhedra. Pr: dark green polyhedra. Ln ion: purple ball. O: red ball. 

Figure 4 highlights the respective distances between corresponding {Mo8} polyhedra 
corners across the {Mo2}/Ln binding sites for the parent {Mo154} (a) and the {Mo90Ln10} 
(b) rings. It can be observed how the overall distances between equivalent oxygen atoms 
pairs are reduced nearly by half (from 7.3 to 4.7 Å for the inner rim and from 4.2 to 2.8 Å 
for the belt polyhedra). This constriction created between building units causes the 
increase in ring curvature and thus the structure to lose some of its {Mo8} building blocks 
changing from a tetradecameric ring in the case of the {Mo154} to a decameric ring for the 
{Mo90Ln10}. By heating the reaction mixture to temperatures lower than 100 °C for a short 
period of time (e.g., 3 h), the less constrained {Mo120Ln6} (13) or {Mo130Ln6} (19) are 
isolated (Figure 5), suggesting these may be kinetic intermediates in the synthesis of 
{Mo90Ln10}. The prolonged exposure to high temperatures provides the required energy to 
overcome the constriction of replacing all the {Mo2} units from the parent ring required 
for the formation of the small neutral rings, 1–3. 
 



 
Figure 4. Comparison of the distances between equivalent oxygen atoms for two adjacent {Mo8} units for 
Mo154 (a) and Mo90Ln10 (b). 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic representation of the different compounds obtained under different conditions. The 
same acidified molybdate solution can yield these different clusters if they (a) crystallize at room 
temperature, (b) are under reducing conditions with high evaporation rate, (c) are under reducing 
conditions, or (d) are under nonreducing hydrothermal conditions. 

 
The lanthanide contraction results in smaller ionic radii as we cross the 4f period which 
becomes a key factor in the replacement of {Mo2} from Nd onward.(20) Utilizing 



NdCl3·6H2O or SmCl3·6H2O under the same conditions as for 1–3 did not result in the 
formation of {Mo90Ln10} but rather {Mo92Ln9}, (Ln = Nd 4, Sm 5, Figure 3c). This 
suggests there may be a limit to the ability of the decameric wheel to contract; thus 
{Mo90Pr10} represents the smallest possible neutral MB. 
With later lanthanides (Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Yb) only the Silverton-like cluster, 
Ln3[LnMo12], is observed under these conditions (Figure 3d). This cluster is an 
isostructure of Gd3[GdMo12],(21) which appears as yellow cubic crystals in the case of Ce 
and as colorless crystals for the other lanthanides. This cluster is also observed upon 
extended heating of complexes 1–5 under non-reducing conditions (i.e., after 
consumption of reducing agent). This means that there is a structural transformation from 
the {Mo90Ln10} framework to the smaller Ln3[LnMo12] that will be later discussed. 
The Important Choice of Lanthanide Salts 
In MB syntheses, it has been proven that modifying the counterions associated with the 
starting materials can yield different self-assembled products; however this has 
previously mostly been demonstrated by modifying the molybdenum source, the acid, or 
the reducing agent used.(22) The main focus of POM synthesis tends to be directed 
toward tuning the reaction conditions rather than modifying these starting materials. 
Since there were examples in the literature where nitrate salts were used as the Ln source, 
we did not hesitate in using them for the synthesis of 3 and 4. However, the outcome of 
these reactions differed greatly from those of compounds 1 and 2 since, despite using the 
same reaction conditions, 1 and 2 were obtained as dark blue crystals in a dark blue 
solution while 3 and 4 were never observed. Instead, the solution turned pale yellow and 
transparent crystals of Ln3[Mo12Ln] appeared. After exhaustion of other possibilities, 
changing the lanthanide source from nitrates to chlorides allowed us to obtain 
compounds 3 and 4. It would seem that despite having a similar field strength, these two 
ligands are not interchangeable when exposed to high temperatures. 
Determination of the Formulas of 1–5 
The determination of the formulas of the Mo-blues has been well established and requires 
a series of analytical techniques including redox titrations, UV–vis–NIR spectroscopy, 
bond valence sum analysis (BVS), elemental analysis and thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA), in addition to single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (see Supporting 
Information for details).(17) Here 1 was selected to exemplify the general approach used 
to determine the formula. First, BVS calculations were carried out on all the Mo and O 
centers, revealing that 1 is composed of a 20-electron reduced anionic ring containing 10 
singly protonated oxygen atoms.(23) Although these 20 electrons are delocalized over all 
Mo centers, BVS indicates that the Mo centers on {Mo8} are more likely to be MoVI and 
reduced MoV centers are near the backbone of the ring, consistent with previous 
work.(18) The 10 equivalent oxo atoms are singly protonated and are situated in the 
equatorial plane, linking two neighboring {Mo8} units as well as {Mo1} units. Meanwhile, 
redox titration confirmed the overall reduction state for 1, and UV–vis–NIR spectroscopy 
showed the characteristic absorption band of MB which is centered at around 745 nm. 
Additionally, elemental analysis confirms the framework of 1 consists of 90 Mo and 10 
Ce atoms, consistent with the structural refinement done using the single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction data. Taking into consideration the information obtained from the calculations 
above, along with elemental analysis, it is possible to determine the overall building-
block scheme and overall charge for 1 as [{Mo1}10{Mo8}10{Ce(H2O)5}10] ≡ 
[{Mo8

V/VIO27(OH)(H2O)3MoVI/V}10{CeIII(H2O)5}10].(24) Finally, the TGA curve of 1 exhibits a 
total weight loss of 16.5% from rt to 150 °C, which corresponds to ∼180 guest water 
molecules. On the basis of the discussion above, the formula of 1 could therefore be 
determined as {Mo90Ce10O280(H2O)80H10}·180H2O. The formulas of compounds 2–5 are 
determined in a similar manner. Compounds 1–5 could be formulated as follows: 
1, {Mo90Ce10O280(H2O)80H10}·180H2O 



2, {Mo90La10O280(H2O)80H10}·191H2O 
3, {Mo90Pr10O280(H2O)80H10}·188H2O 
4, H{Mo92Nd9O285(H2O)77H10}·185H2O 
5, H{Mo92Sm9O285(H2O)77H10}·180H2O 
Solution Studies 
It is known that metal oxide-based molecular clusters bear multiple metal cations (Lewis 
acid sites) with influential coordinated water ligands. These nanosize clusters are 
intermediate in size between simple ions and colloids(25) and have a distinctive solution 
behavior when charged (macroions) in aqueous solution: they tend to spontaneously 
assemble into stable, uniform, hollow spherical “blackberry” structures instead of existing 
as discrete ions in dilute solution.(26) The formation of these structures is driven by 
counterion-mediated electrostatic attractions and hydrogen bonding, as opposed to van 
der Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions, or chemical reactions.(25) 
The rings are neutral in solid state; however, they are found to be negatively charged 
upon dissolving in water. Encapsulation experiments reveal that the {Mo90Ce10} ring binds 
strongly with positively charged cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) surfactant (Figure S21), 
demonstrating the negative charge of the wheel arising from the deprotonation of 
coordinated water ligands. From TGA studies, the number of CTAB absorbed on the 
surface of {Mo90Ce10} increases at higher pH values (Figures S22–S27), indicating more 
deprotonated water ligands in less acidic environment. This is consistent with the general 
trend of deprotonation of water ligands in response to solution pH, similar to a weak 
acid.(27) 
For the self-assembly study, 0.05 mg mL–1 {Mo90Ce10} solution at pH 1 was used and 
strong divalent cation Ba2+ was added to enhance the macroion–counterion attraction. As 
monitored by static light scattering (SLS), the scattered intensity of {Mo90Ce10} solution 
exhibits a sigmoidal-type self-assembly process (Figure S28), very similar to the 
previously reported kinetics of blackberry structure formation.(28) At equilibrium, the 
hydrodynamic radius (Rh) measured from dynamic light scattering (DLS) is angle 
independent, suggesting the spherical assemblies in solution (Figure 6a). With the 
addition of more Ba2+ ions, the assembly size becomes larger (Figure S29), which 
confirms that the self-assembly is a charge-regulated process. Combined with the radius 
of gyration (Rg) obtained from SLS experiments (Figure S30), the Rg/Rh ratio is 0.95, close 
to the theoretic value for a hollow sphere.(29) Furthermore, TEM images show 
membrane-like structures with uniform electron density after the collapse of hollow 
spheres (Figure 6b). 
 

 
Figure 6. (a) DLS results of a solution of 1, {Mo90Ce10} (40 equiv of BaCl2) at different scattering angles. 
The Rh value is 62(±5) nm. (b) TEM images obtained from {Mo90Ce10} solution with 40 equiv of BaCl2. 



 
Crystal Structures of 1–5 
Single-crystal X-ray structural analysis reveals that compounds 1–3 are isostructural; 
therefore for brevity we will only discuss compound 1 in detail. 1 crystallizes in the 
orthorhombic system with the space group Pccn and features a nanoring {Mo90Ce10}, 
composed of 10 {Mo8} units, 10 {Mo1} units, 10 {CeIII(H2O)5} units, and no {Mo2} units 
since all have been replaced (Figure 3a). The 10 Ce3+ ions are distributed symmetrically 
on both the upper and lower rims of {Mo90Ce10}, making the whole wheel exhibit 
a D5d symmetry. This is lower than the D7d symmetry of the {Mo154} but higher than other 
Ln-MBs due to the complete replacement of the {Mo2} moiety. Thus, the wheel displays 
a rather high symmetry structure with an outer and inner ring diameter of about 26 and 7 
Å, respectively, at its most elongated points, significantly smaller than the 36 and 20 Å 
for the {Mo154}. 
Compounds 4 and 5 crystallize in the orthorhombic system with Cmca space group and 
consist of 10 {Mo8} units, 10 {Mo1} units, 1 {Mo2} unit, and 9 {Nd(H2O)5} in the case 
of 4 and 9 {Sm(H2O)5} for 5. They differ from compounds 1–3 in the fact that one of the 
original 10 {Mo2} units is not replaced by a LnIII ion but instead remains in the structure. 
This {Mo2′} unit is edge sharing (i.e., κ2) instead of the corner sharing mode (κ1) which is 
normally observed in MBs such as {Mo154}. The difference between these mid-series ions 
and the early f-block metals appears to be due to the lanthanide contraction, since Nd and 
Sm have slightly smaller ionic radii than those where the {Mo90Ln10} framework has been 
successfully obtained.(20) We hypothesize that the constriction of a wheel containing 10 
Nd ions would be too great and would destabilize the structure; thus a single {Mo2’} unit 
remains in the structure to alleviate this pressure. However, we also obtained the 
{Mo92Ln9} structure with La, Ce, and Pr during syntheses where the reaction vial was not 
completely sealed, meaning the solvent evaporated more than usual. These isostructures 
demonstrated that it was possible to obtain {Mo92Ln9} for the series from La to Sm while 
the smaller {Mo90Ln10} was only achievable with the larger subset La to Pr. This suggests 
that {Mo92Ln9} is in fact an intermediate of the reaction that can be isolated if the reaction 
cannot be completed, be it because of too much impediment from the ring constriction or 
because of solution saturation (Figure 7). 
 



 
Figure 7. Structure transformation from {Mo120Ln6} to {Mo92Ln9} to {Mo90Ln10} and finally to 
Ln3[LnMo12] depending on the reaction conditions. 

 
Magnetic Studies 
Lanthanide ions are highly sought after for their unique magnetic properties, and many 
single molecule magnets (SMMs) utilize lanthanide ions.(30) With 10 lanthanides per 
molecule in close proximity we sought to understand the magnetic behavior of our 
wheels. For all the compounds antiferromagnetic coupling was observed. This can be 
rationalized by the highly symmetric structure of the cluster allowing for each spin to be 
canceled out and no clear axis of magnetization to emerge. 
Lanthanide Separation 
Most rare earths occur in nature as ores that contain several lanthanides, and the similarity 
in their chemistry and ionic radii has made selective isolation of the 14 4f ions 
challenging, particularly the separation of ions from their nearest neighbors, e.g., 
Nd/Sm.(31) A range of techniques including ion-exchange chromatrography,(32) and 
solvent extraction(33) have been utilized to isolate pure Ln(III) salts. Recently it was 
shown that self-assembly processes could be used to selectively enrich Ln ions in 
inorganic materials based solely on ionic radius.(34) Considering how minor differences 
in the Ln(III) ionic radius can strongly affect the self-assembly of these clusters, we 
investigated whether it would be possible to achieve selective enrichment of Ln ions from 
binary mixtures in solution by self-assembly alone. 
Initial attempts using 0.5 equiv of each La and Eu were poorly yielding, producing too 
little material for accurate analysis. However, using 1 equiv of each Ln ion allowed for 
the isolation of dark blue crystals along with a light blue amorphous precipitate and blue 
solution, each of which was analyzed by ICP-OES (detailed synthesis can be found in 
the Supporting Information). The results showed a higher content of La compared to Eu 
(2.72:1), comfirming our expectations that uptake of the larger lanthanide is favored in 
these reactions. Concordantly, the mother liquor contained a lower ratio of La:Eu 
(0.85:1). Table 1 shows the separation factors for all binary mixtures investigated in this 



study. The separation factors (SF) show a positive correlation with the difference in ionic 
radius (Δr) between the ions, with La/Er showing the highest separation factor observed 
thus far. These results support our hypothesis that the formation of the {Mo90Ln10} cluster 
is determined by lanthanide ionic radius with smaller ions unable to form this cluster and 
thus forming smaller molybdates such as the Silverton Ln3[Mn12Ln] cluster and remaining 
in solution. Importantly, our results show selective enrichment of “nearest neighbor” 
lanthanides which are known to be particularly challenging to separate. 
 
Table 1. Selective Enrichment of Larger Lanthanide Ions from Binary Mixtures 

lanthanide mix Δr (pm) separation factor 

La/Sm 8.16 2.08 

La/Eu 9.36 3.19 

La/Er 15.20 15.30 

Pr/Sm 4.70 1.88 

Pr/Eu 5.90 2.67 

Pr/Er 11.70 7.20 

Nd/Sm 3.10 1.58 

Nd/Eu 4.30 2.41 

 
 
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
We have successfully synthesized the first example of a neutral molybdenum blue ring by 
developing a new synthetic strategy using lanthanide ions (La, Ce, Pr) that replace all the 
{Mo2} building blocks. High temperatures, pH control, and carefully choosing the starting 
reagents are essential for a successful synthesis. All three structures share the same 
framework of {Mo90Ln10} with the lanthanides occupying the inner circle of the ring. 
These structures are the first example of a neutral MB wheel and the smallest ones 
reported to date. In concordance with previous literature, we hypothesize this framework 
to be the smallest possible in a MB ring. A similar structure has been obtained for Nd and 
Sm where one of the {Mo2} units remains in the cluster due to the inherent constriction 
caused by the smaller ionic radius of these lanthanides. These structures are thought to be 
a reaction intermediate since it was also observed with larger lanthanide ions in some 
reactions. Continued exposure to these high temperatures eventually consumes all the 
reducing agent present in the system, causing a structure transformation from {Mo90Ln10} 
to Ln3[LnMo12], which in turn can be rereduced to the {Mo120Ln6} and, if heated again, 
back to the {Mo90Ln10}. 
As the ionic radius of the lanthanide plays a role in the structure formation, several tests 
of lathanide separation were conducted showing promising results separating early 
lanthanides from later ones. Taking advantage of the subtleties of the self-assembly 
process, we have demonstrated effective enrichment of lanthanide ions from binary 
mixtures in the synthesis of {Mo90Ln10}. In future we will build upon these results to 



utilize the self-assembly of molybdenum blue POMs for high-yielding scalable lanthanide 
separation processes. 
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